chimney house by dekleva gregorič celebrates the role of the wood burning stove

in the Slovenian town of Logatec, dekleva gregorič architects has completed a timber-clad dwelling that celebrates the role of the wood stove. Named ‘chimney house’, the property is articulated around the stove’s prominent position, which in turn distributes the home’s other spaces. Externally, the building’s form and scale respond to the region’s vernacular architecture, as well as an adjacent 16th century church.

all images by flavio coddou (http://www.flaviocoddou.com/)
clad with a dark wooden façade, the house — designed by dekleva gregorič architects (http://dekleva-gregor.com/) — relates closely to the neighboring barn structures. however, its distinctive form associates more with the nearby church, establishing a curious dialogue between the two buildings. the ridge of the roof has been pushed apart to create a continuous skylight that runs throughout the residence, providing natural illumination.

varying in size, square windows perforate the volume internally, the kitchen is organized around a multifunctional wood stove, which divides the living accommodation from the sleeping quarters. the building's thick walls integrate multiple storage spaces as well as small inhabitable window niches that welcome light and views. oiled oak has been used across the interior's floors and walls, while the roof is made from board formed concrete, recalling the timber texture of the external façade.
the entrance to the two-storey dwelling
the kitchen is organized around a multifunctional wood stove

the building’s thick walls integrate multiple storage spaces

inhabitable window niches welcome daylight and views
oiled oak has been used across the interior’s floors, walls, and surfaces

the roof is made from board formed concrete
the house is located in the slovenian town of logatec
despite its exposed setting 'chimney house' remains a private and secluded residence
chimney house in slovenia by dekleva gregorič architects
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chimney house in slovenia by dekleva gregorič architects

project info:

name: chimney house  
architectural office: dekleva gregorič architects  
project team: aljoša dekleva, tina gregorič, vid zabel, primož boršič  
client: andrej dolenc  
site area: 830 sqm  
build up area: 145 sqm  
net area: 205 sqm  
project dates: 2012 – 2016  
photography: flavio coddou

philip stevens I designboom  
mar 31, 2017

A handsome structure. Perhaps best for a retired Army sergeant, or someone with no possessions.
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enota architects transforms slovenia wellness center with a sculptural roof structure
(https://www.designboom.com/architecture/enota-architects-termalija-wellness-center-10-25-18/)
a religious crossroad in a historic slovenian village by enota architects
fukas wins competition to build spiraling 'capo grande tower' in slovenia
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venice architecture biennale: slovenian pavilion by dekleva gregorič arhitekti can be divided with retractable curtains
slovenian office by dekleva gregorič arhitekti
dekleva gregorič arhitekti completes brick neighborhood in ljubljana
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floor-to-ceiling gridded windows compose the façade of this residential complex in cyprus
(https://www.designboom.com/architecture/eshtiyaghi-residential-complex-cyprus-01-02-2018/)

students initiate construction of brick and bamboo school in rural mexico

#architecture (/architecture)
the project comprises a series of private apartments enclosing a central terrace with a swimming pool.
#architecture in cyprus (https://www.designboom.com/tag/architecture-in-cyprus/)
#residential architecture and interior

#architecture (/architecture)
comunal: taller de arquitectura collaborated with the students to build an educational space from locally sourced materials.
#architecture in mexico (https://www.designboom.com/tag/architecture-in-mexico/)
#bamboo architecture and design (https://www.designboom.com/tag/bamboo-architecture-and-design/)
designboom interviews mecanoo's francine houben at the 2018 world architecture festival

During WAF 2018, designboom spoke with houben about both the milestone projects which debuted this year as well as those which have yet to come.

studio gang completes 'solar carving' glass curtain wall for new york office building

The project, currently under construction adjacent to the high line, is characterized by its gem-like façade.
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